
Ukrainian government websites under cyberattack, allegedly by Russia
On 14 Jan, about 70 government websites were temporarily down, in the largest such attack on
Ukraine in four years. Before the sites went offline, a message appeared warning Ukrainians to
‘prepare for the worst’. Access to most of the sites was restored within hours.

Experts at Ukraine’s information ministry alleged that the attacks were in response to Russia’s failure
in its recent talks with NATO over Ukraine. The US and NATO offered support to Ukraine.

REvil ransomware gang arrested in Russia
Authorities in Russia have dismantled the ransomware crime group REvil and charged several of its
members. The Russian Intelligence Bureau, FSB, said it had acted upon US intel. The FSB has
seized more than £4M, including £440,000 worth of crypto-currency. REvil was one of the most
prolific ransomware gangs, counting SolarWinds as one of its victims.
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Hackers launch more than 1.2M attacks through
flaw in open-source software Log4J
Hackers launched more than 1.2M attacks on companies globally in
mid-December, through a vulnerability in Log4J. At some point,
researchers saw more than 100 attacks per minute.

The flaw has existed since 2013 and allows attackers remote control
over computers running apps in Java. The US Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) called it ‘one of the most
serious… if not the most serious’ cyber vulnerability.

Many hackers used computers to mine cryptocurrency or to become
part of botnets. Half of all attacks have been conducted by known cyber
attackers.

CISA and the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre have subsequently
urged organisations to make upgrades. Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and
Cisco are among those that have rushed to put out fixes, but no severe
breaches have been disclosed so far.

The vulnerability is the latest to emerge after flaws in software from
Microsoft and SolarWinds. Both weaknesses were initially exploited by
state-backed groups from China and Russia respectively.

‘With this vulnerability, attackers gain almost unlimited power.’ The
source is a faulty code developed by unpaid volunteers. The Log4J
software has been downloaded millions of times.

Albany perspective:
2021 has seen record fundraising and M&A deal flow in the cyber
space. As Omicron continues to spread and remote working
remains, the cyber momentum is set to continue and grow.

Log4J yet again demonstrates the inherent risks of using open
source software and the ability for it to be exploited.

Great to see that REvil have been detained; whilst harder in cyber
space, it demonstrates that you can run but you can never hide.



Record number of VC-backed cyber companies acquired in 2021

Facebook parent Meta accuses six groups of ‘surveillance-for-hire’
Meta has issued cease-and-desist warnings against six companies, including the controversial Israeli
intelligence firm Black Cube, which it claims spied on 50,000 of its global users. Meta’s months-long
investigation uncovered groups of ‘cyber mercenaries’ providing surveillance services for customers,
which included private individuals, law firms, businesses, politicians and law enforcement.

New unicorn Incode secures $220M in Series ‘B’ after a $25M Series ‘A’
Incode, a next generation identity verification and authentication platform for global enterprises, raised
$220M in Series ‘B’, giving it a $1.25Bn valuation and unicorn status seven months after its Series ‘A’
round. Incode grew 6x in revenues over 12 months. Series ‘B’ was led by General Atlantic and SoftBank.

Cloud and container security provider Sysdig hits $2.5Bn valuation
Sysdig doubled its valuation to $2.5Bn in eight months with a $350M Series ‘G’ led by Permima’s growth
fund and Guggenheim Partners. The company has raised $744M since its foundation in 2014. Its
previous Series ‘F’ round raised $188M at a $1.19Bn valuation.

The cloud and container security space is in an arms race. In Jan 2021, Lacework closed a $525M
round. In Nov, its $1.3Bn Series ‘D’ valued the 7-year-old company at $8.3Bn. Similarly, in March 2021,
Orca Security’s $210M Series ‘C’ gave it a $1.2Bn valuation. In October, Orca extended the round total
to $550M, boosting its valuation by 50% to $1.8Bn. This sector is the largest emerging area since the
endpoint detection and response (EDR) space erupted, producing public companies, such as
SentinelOne and CrowdStrike, and valuable M&A exits. ‘The cloud security opportunity is… more
unbounded… riding the two most significant transformations… shift to cloud and shift to developers.’

iProov raises $70M amidst patent law suit from FaceTec
iProov, which provides face authentication and verification technology, announced a $70M new funding
round from Bay Area’s Sumeru Equity Partners on 6 Jan. iProov works at the large enterprise level. Its
customers include the US Department of Homeland Security, the UK’s Home Office and National Health
Service (NHS), the Australian Taxation Office, GovTech Singapore, Rabobank and ING. iProov tripled its
revenue in 2021. The funding is aimed at market expansion in the US. An hour after iProov’s
announcement, its US rival FaceTec announced a patent lawsuit, claiming that iProov has copied parts
of its technology and demanding an injunction. Andrew Bud, CEO and founder of iProov, dismissed the
patent lawsuit as ‘completely unfounded’.

Palantir to reshore all UK data processing before regulatory ‘tsunami’
Defence-oriented US firm, Palantir, is among the first to localise data operations. Its UK clients include
NHS England, the Cabinet Office and the Ministry of Defence. The move comes amid rising geopolitical
tensions between China, Russia and the West, including the US and the EU, alongside new regulatory
regimes that are pushing companies to balkanise their data operations. New laws governing cross-
border data flows would affect all businesses that use the internet to operate, with some estimates
claiming they could increase companies’ computing costs by up to 60%.

According to Crunchbase data, 129 venture-backed 
companies were acquired by private equity or 
strategic buyers in 2021, up from 2020’s record of 79 
deals. More than $20Bn was poured into 
cybersecurity startups by venture and institutional 
investors in 2021. 

Fifteen strategic investors or investment firms made 
multiple buys of venture-backed cybersecurity 
companies in 2021. Interested parties range from 
private equity firms, such as TPG, to consulting firms, 
such as Deloitte, to those more closely associated 
with cybersecurity, such as Fortinet and Rapid7.


